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Abstract 

Cloud Computing has been envisioned as the next-generation architecture of IT Enterprise. In the cloud, the data is transferred 
among the server and client. High speed is the important issue in networking. Cloud security is the current discussion in the IT 
world. Data handling is outsourced by the direct cloud service Provider (CSP) to alternative entities within the cloud and theses 
entities may delegate the tasks to others, and so on. Second, entities area unit allowed affixing and leaving the cloud in a very 
versatile manner. As a result, data handling within the cloud goes through a compound and dynamic stratified service chain that 
doesn't exist in standard environments. The Cloud Information Accountability framework planned during this work conducts 
machine-controlled work logging and distributed auditing of relevant access performed by any entity, applied at any purpose of 
your time at any cloud service Provider. Its 2 major components: Logger and log harmonizer. The JAR file includes a collection 
of simple access control rules specifying whether or not and the way the cloud servers and presumably alternative data 
stakeholder’s area unit approved to access the content itself. Once the authentication succeeds, the service providers are allowed 
to access the information within the JAR. Based on the configuration settings outlined at the time of creation, the JAR can give 
usage control related to work, or can give solely logging functionality. As for the work, on every instance there's associate in 
having access to the information, the JAR can instinctively generate a log record. 
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